Sustained Increases in the Quality of Imaging Histories Provided by Ordering Providers Resulting From Multidisciplinary Collaboration and Systems Design.
OBJECTIVE. The purpose of this quality improvement project was to create sustained improvement in the frequency of more complete imaging histories provided with imaging examinations submitted directly by ordering providers. A secondary purpose was increasing the number of characters submitted by ordering providers with imaging examinations. MATERIALS AND METHODS. A multidisciplinary team defined the components of a complete imaging history, a process that underwent several improvement cycles. Audits were regularly performed using consensus, and the project team regularly evaluated the completeness of the imaging histories. The final components of the definition of a complete imaging history included responses regarding what happened, when it happened, where the patient was experiencing pain, and the ordering provider's concern. Prompts were inserted into the electronic physician order entry process, and performance was monitored for an additional 18 months. RESULTS. A total of 10,236 orders were placed by providers in the study clinic from March 13, 2017, to December 16, 2018. Of the orders audited in the baseline period, 16.0% (64/397) of orders audited in the baseline period contained all four history components, which increased to 52.0% (2200/4234; absolute increase of 36.0%, relative increase of 225.0%; p < 0.0001) in the subsequent time periods, and improvement was sustained. The mean number of characters providers entered in the imaging histories they submitted increased from 45.4 characters per order during the baseline period to 75.4 (66.1% increase, p < 0.0001) after the intervention. CONCLUSION. By collaborating with a multidisciplinary team, we created a standardized definition of an imaging history, engineered our systems to include supportive prompts in the order entry interface, and sustainably improved the quality of imaging histories provided.